0830 – 0900 – Registration, Light Breakfast

0900 – 0905 – Introduction – Rob Bonin & Hance Clarke, Co-Chairs, UTCSP Research Committee

0905– 0915 – Overview of the UTCSP – Bonnie Stevens, Director, UTCSP

0915– 1015 – Empowering the Patient
- Rachael Bosma – Student Education Initiatives
- Tahir Janmohammed – Manage My Pain: The Patient-Centric App-based Platform
- Tania Di Renna – For the Patient, By the Patient

1015 – 1115 – Trainee Hot Topics:
- Chulmin Cho (Loren Martin lab) - Unraveling the neurobiological mechanisms of conditioned analgesia in chronic pain
- Abigail D’Souza (Rob Bonin lab) - Non-ionotropic NMDA receptor activity contributes to reversal of hyperalgesia and sensitization in pain reconsolidation
- Natalie Osborne (Karen Davis lab) - Pain and treatment related brain plasticity in carpal tunnel syndrome
- Sarasa Tohyama (Mojgan Hodaie lab) - The role of diffusion tensor imaging in decision making for trigeminal neuralgia surgery
- Virginia Yini (Rob Bonin lab) - Physical social contact promotes emotional contagion of pain in mice

1115 – 1145 – Brunch

1145 – 1215 – Fiona Webster – The experience of suffering: learning from patients and families

1215 – 1315 – Jeffrey Mogil - Pain in Mice and Man: Ironic Adventures in Translation